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What is non-seismic data?
• Stellar properties derived 


- from spectra

- from photometry

- from interferometric measurements

- from astrometric measurements

- … other?


• This talk will touch on selection of non-seismic 
measurements and the derivation of the non-seismic data


• Mainly focus on validation – the action of checking or 
proving the validity or accuracy of something



Selecting measurements 
and non-seismic data



Selecting non-seismic 
measurements

• I have one issue here


- first need to decide which non-seismic measurements 
to use and how to curate them - not all PLATO objects 
may have the same measurements available


• Would be good to leave the workshop with some 
resolutions about these two issues



Selecting non-seismic data
• I have a few thoughts here


- not all data needs to be derived, some already exist


- need to decide which non-seismic data to derive “in 
house” and which ones to curate from other sources


• Would be good to leave the workshop with some way 
forward on this matter



Validation



Validation

• There are few things to consider here


- choice of data to validate against: data


- choice of how the validation is carried out: process


- choice of when we decide that something is good and 
when something is bad and should be rejected: 
decision

data – process – decision

1
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Validation
• We need to develop a process that provides the 

probability distribution function for each non-seismic 
datum


- this needs to take into account that there might be 
more than on datum available for each object 


- rather than just lumping all of these together it might be 
better to use our knowledge and understanding and 
have a decision tree to decide which data to use and 
which to combine

2

decision tree – PDFs



Precision vs. accuracy

• Precision and accuracy to be treated separately


• It may not always be possible to assess accuracy for all 
non-seismic data – e.g., [Fe/H] – instead we can refer to 
reference values



4MOST as an example
• 4MOST is a facility to go on the ESO VISTA telescope


• 2400 fibres 


• Stellar surveys for up to 20 million stars with low (~6000) and 
high (~18 000) resolution spectra covering all or most of the 
visible spectrum


• The analysis is of course different from what we do in PLATO 
but it is a good example of a survey with bulk analysis facing 
similar problems with validation


• 4MOST clocks about 10 000 individual spectra per night


• Starts observing late 2022



4MOST example
• L2 data-products from the pipeline will include radial velocities 

and stellar parameters (effective temperature, log g etc) as well 
as abundances of selected elements.  


• The requirements (and goals) are split into precision and 
accuracy 


• Precision is method dependent and as the pipeline will use 
more than one method to derive the data products the way 
precision is assessed will be documented for each data 
release 


• The accuracy will be assessed against extant data off well 
understood stars. The data used will be documented for each 
data release 



4MOST example
• This approach gives flexibility and possibilities for future 

developments - if it is built in from start we have much to gain


• The decision is further to for every data release have 


- a frozen pipeline version


- publish the list of reference values



4MOST example
• This approach gives flexibility and possibilities for future 

developments - if it is built in from start we have much to gain


• The decision is further to for every data release have 


- a frozen pipeline version


- publish the list of reference values

Call for LoI expected 25 November



Validation objects
• Common choices of reference objects for verification and 

validation of data and methods include

- Gaia benchmark stars

- eclipsing binaries

- (open) stellar clusters 


• But there could be others, such as

- all Gaia objects with a certain datum available 

- … 


• But if they are used for validation are pipelines then 
allowed to use them to, e.g., train their methods?



Gaia benchmark stars
• Sample designed to anchor 

Gaia astrophysical 
parameters (Apsis, Bailer-
Jones et al. 2013)


• Accurate knowledge of radii 
and flux —> Teff and log g 


• Reference values for [Fe/H] 
and various elements are 
defined

U. Heiter et al.: Gaia FGK benchmark stars
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Fig. 8. Fundamental Te↵ and log g values for Gaia FGK benchmark
stars. Colour indicates [Fe/H] (non-LTE) as determined in Paper III.
Circles: stars for which both ✓LD and Fbol have been measured; trian-
gles up: stars with only ✓LD measured; triangles down: stars with only
Fbol measured; diamonds: both calibrated.

in Table 10. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the stars in
the Te↵–log g plane, with metallicity indicated by the symbol’s
colour (cf. Table 1). The sample covers the expected locations
of FGK-type dwarfs, subgiants, and giants fairly well. It is ob-
vious that stars with metallicities around the solar value domi-
nate. However, the metal-poor stars are distributed regularly over
the parameter space. The uncertainties in ✓LD and Fbol listed in
Table 4 are below 5% for all stars (except Fbol for two M gi-
ants), propagating to Te↵ uncertainties below 1% for half of the
stars and below 2% otherwise (except for  Phe). Uncertainties
in log g are below 0.1 dex except for the coolest giants (up
to 0.3 dex).

In Fig. 8, the shape of the symbol indicates the quality
of the input angular diameters and bolometric fluxes. Twenty-
two stars have both measured angular diameters and integrated
bolometric flux values, which is two thirds of the current sam-
ple (disregarding the Sun, see Table 4, rows without asterisks).
Five stars have measured ✓LD values, but calibrated bolometric
fluxes: the K dwarf ✏ Eri, the metal-poor (sub)giants HD 140283,
HD 122563, and HD 220009, and the M giant � Ara. Two
metal-poor dwarfs have integrated bolometric fluxes, but indi-
rect ✓LD values (HD 22879, HD 84937). Lastly, for four stars
the angular diameter is currently not directly measured, and
the bolometric flux is determined from a calibration (the metal-
rich dwarf µ Ara, the subgiant ✏ For, and the giants µ Leo and
HD 107328).

The colour index V � K has high sensitivity to e↵ective tem-
perature and low sensitivity to metallicity (see e.g. Boyajian
et al. 2013). As can be seen in Fig. 9, the stars in our sam-
ple follow a tight relation in the V � K versus fundamental
Te↵ diagram. Figure 9 shows the empirical relation derived by
Boyajian et al. (2013) based on 111 FGK dwarfs with measured
angular diameters and represented by a third-order polynomial
(their Eq. (2)) using the coe�cients given in their Table 8, row
(V �K)c. Excellent agreement is evident, except for the warmest
and coolest stars. We note the deviating point at V � K ⇡ 2 cor-
responding to Gmb 1830, which is discussed in Sect. 5.2.6.

In Sects. 5.2 to 5.4, we present comparisons of the funda-
mental Te↵ and log g values with spectroscopic and photometric
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Fig. 9. Fundamental Te↵ as a function of V � K colour index. Symbols
and colours are as in Fig. 8. V magnitudes are mean values extracted
from the GCPD (Mermilliod et al. 1997). K magnitudes were taken
from the 2MASS catalogue (Cutri et al. 2003) if the entry had qual-
ity flag (Qflg) “A”. Otherwise they are mean values taken from the
Catalog of Infrared Observations (Gezari et al. 2000), if available, and
transformed to the 2MASS system (Carpenter 2001, Eq. (A1)). Stars
with large error bars in V � K have K magnitudes from 2MASS with
Qflg “D”. V � K for the Sun was taken from Casagrande et al. (2012).
Grey line: empirical relation derived by Boyajian et al. (2013, their
Eq. (2) and Table 8, row (V � K)c).

determinations, and with estimates based on parallaxes and as-
teroseismic data, and we discuss several cases in detail. The im-
patient reader may at this point skip to Sect. 6.1, where we give
a brief summary of the status and conclusions for each star, and
refer to the detailed discussions, as appropriate.

5.2. Comparison of fundamental Te↵ to other methods

The sample of Gaia FGK benchmark stars was selected to in-
clude bright and well-known stars. Thus, many studies report-
ing temperatures can be found in the literature. In addition to
our fundamental method the two main approaches to determine
e↵ective temperatures are through spectroscopic analysis or re-
lations with photometric colour indices, the latter mostly based
on the infrared flux method (IRFM). Spectroscopic temperature
determinations are usually based on the requirement of excita-
tion equilibrium of neutral iron lines or on fitting the profiles
of Balmer lines. We queried the PASTEL catalogue18 (Soubiran
et al. 2010) for temperatures of Gaia FGK benchmark stars pub-
lished between 2000 and 2012. We supplemented the results
with some additional data and classified the Te↵ determinations
by method. Duplicate values and those outside the two categories
were removed. We compiled 191 Te↵ determinations using spec-
troscopic methods and 108 values using photometric calibra-
tions. Ten or more Gaia FGK benchmark stars were analysed
spectroscopically by Valenti & Fischer (2005), Luck & Heiter
(2005), and Bruntt et al. (2010), while photometric tempera-
ture determinations have been published for more than ten stars
by Allende Prieto et al. (2004), Ramírez & Meléndez (2005),
Ramírez et al. (2007), and Casagrande et al. (2011).

18 http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/Cat?B/pastel,
Version 17-May-2013.
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GALAH example
S. Buder et al.: The GALAH survey: An abundance, age, and kinematic inventory of the solar neighbourhood made with TGAS
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the stellar parameters for GBS as estimated by
this analysis and Heiter et al. (2015a), Jofré et al. (2014) (shown as ours
theirs versus ours). The fundamental parameters Te↵ and log g are shown
in the two top panels, together with comparisons of metallicity with
their recommended iron abundance [Fe/H], microturbulence velocity,
and broadening velocity, a convolved parameter of macroturbulence and
rotational velocity, in the three bottom panels. Black error bars are the
combined uncertainties of GBS as well as the error output of our anal-
ysis pipeline (SME). Green error bars include precision uncertainties
from repeated observations and blue error bars include both precision
and accuracy estimates.
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X,GBS. (3)

For element abundances, we estimate the overall uncertain-
ties without the GBS term. In the case of log g, we replace
e

2
log g,SME by the standard deviation of 10 000 Monte Carlo

samples of Eq. (1). For this sampling, we use the uncertain-
ties of eTe↵,final, the maximum likelihood masses as M with
an error of 6% (based on mean mass uncertainties of an ini-
tial Elli run), eKS

from 2MASS with mean uncertainties of
0.02 mag, and propagate this information to adjust BC (with typ-
ical changes below 0.07). Because Astraatmadja & Bailer-Jones
(2016) only state the three quantiles, we sample two Gaussians
with standard deviations estimated from the 5th and 95th dis-
tance percentile respectively. Because there are no Bayesian dis-
tance estimates for Hipparcos, we choose to sample parallaxes
$ rather than distances D$. For eAK

we use the quadratically
propagated uncertainties from the RJCE method (with mean
uncertainties of 0.03 mag) or assume 0.05 mag for estimates
based on E(B � V). We do not use Eq. (3) for age and mass,
because they are estimated with the adjusted stellar parameters.

3.3. Mass and age determination

For the mass and age determination, we use the Elli code
(Lin et al. 2018), employing a Bayesian implementation of fit-
ting Dartmouth isochrones based on Te↵, log g, [Fe/H], and
absolute magnitude MK . MK is based on 2MASS KS , the dis-
tance estimates from Astraatmadja & Bailer-Jones (2016) and
accounts for extinction AK (estimated as described in Sect. 3.1).
The Dartmouth isochrones span ages from 0.25 to 15 Gyr and
metallicities from �2.48 to +0.56 with ↵-enhancement analo-
gous to the marcs atmosphere models1. Starting with a maxi-
mum likelihood mass and age estimation, MCMC samplers as
part of the emcee package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) are
used to estimate masses and ages. Stellar ages and their uncer-
tainties are estimated by computing the mean value and standard
deviation of the posterior distribution. The stellar ages estimated
with the Elli code have typical uncertainties of 1.6 Gyr (median
of posterior standard deviations), which typically correspond
to less than 30%, see Fig. 7. As pointed out for example by
Feuillet et al. (2016), the posterior distribution does not neces-
sary follow a Gaussian. Although this is the case for the large
majority of our stars, we also provide the 5th, 16th, 50th, 84th,
and 95th percentiles to the community for follow-up studies.
Because the results of this study do not change significantly with
quality cuts for stellar ages, we do not apply them.

3.4. Binarity

The observational setup of the GALAH survey allocates one visit
per observation (with exception of pilot and validation stars).
Therefore, binaries or triples can usually not be identified via
radial velocity changes.

Here, we use both the tSNE classifications by Traven et al.
(2017), to identify obvious spectroscopic binaries, as well as
visual inspection to identify double-line binaries which are less
distinct from the tSNE classification. Within the sample, a binary
fraction of 4% has been identified with high confidence from
spectral peculiarities. Additionally, 338 probable photometric
binaries on the main sequence are identified which show a sig-
nificant deviation between spectroscopically determined log g or
Lbol with respect to photometrically determined ones. For these,
the suspected secondary contributes significantly to the luminos-
ity of the system without obvious features within the GALAH
spectra. These stars lie above the main sequence within a colour-
(absolute) magnitude diagram. We have identified the stars with
photometric quantities beyond what is expected for a single
star on the main sequence (shown as black dots in Fig. 8) by
using a Dartmouth isochrone with the highest age (15 Gyr) and
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• Use Gaia benchmark stars do 
decide when and if the analysis 
method provides reliable 
values


• Assessed against reference 
values


• They decided this was good 
enough for their purposes

Buder et al. (2019) A&A 624 A19

Assessing accuracy



GALAH example
S. Buder et al.: The GALAH survey: An abundance, age, and kinematic inventory of the solar neighbourhood made with TGAS
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the stellar parameters for GBS as estimated by
this analysis and Heiter et al. (2015a), Jofré et al. (2014) (shown as ours
theirs versus ours). The fundamental parameters Te↵ and log g are shown
in the two top panels, together with comparisons of metallicity with
their recommended iron abundance [Fe/H], microturbulence velocity,
and broadening velocity, a convolved parameter of macroturbulence and
rotational velocity, in the three bottom panels. Black error bars are the
combined uncertainties of GBS as well as the error output of our anal-
ysis pipeline (SME). Green error bars include precision uncertainties
from repeated observations and blue error bars include both precision
and accuracy estimates.
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ties without the GBS term. In the case of log g, we replace
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log g,SME by the standard deviation of 10 000 Monte Carlo

samples of Eq. (1). For this sampling, we use the uncertain-
ties of eTe↵,final, the maximum likelihood masses as M with
an error of 6% (based on mean mass uncertainties of an ini-
tial Elli run), eKS

from 2MASS with mean uncertainties of
0.02 mag, and propagate this information to adjust BC (with typ-
ical changes below 0.07). Because Astraatmadja & Bailer-Jones
(2016) only state the three quantiles, we sample two Gaussians
with standard deviations estimated from the 5th and 95th dis-
tance percentile respectively. Because there are no Bayesian dis-
tance estimates for Hipparcos, we choose to sample parallaxes
$ rather than distances D$. For eAK

we use the quadratically
propagated uncertainties from the RJCE method (with mean
uncertainties of 0.03 mag) or assume 0.05 mag for estimates
based on E(B � V). We do not use Eq. (3) for age and mass,
because they are estimated with the adjusted stellar parameters.

3.3. Mass and age determination

For the mass and age determination, we use the Elli code
(Lin et al. 2018), employing a Bayesian implementation of fit-
ting Dartmouth isochrones based on Te↵, log g, [Fe/H], and
absolute magnitude MK . MK is based on 2MASS KS , the dis-
tance estimates from Astraatmadja & Bailer-Jones (2016) and
accounts for extinction AK (estimated as described in Sect. 3.1).
The Dartmouth isochrones span ages from 0.25 to 15 Gyr and
metallicities from �2.48 to +0.56 with ↵-enhancement analo-
gous to the marcs atmosphere models1. Starting with a maxi-
mum likelihood mass and age estimation, MCMC samplers as
part of the emcee package (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) are
used to estimate masses and ages. Stellar ages and their uncer-
tainties are estimated by computing the mean value and standard
deviation of the posterior distribution. The stellar ages estimated
with the Elli code have typical uncertainties of 1.6 Gyr (median
of posterior standard deviations), which typically correspond
to less than 30%, see Fig. 7. As pointed out for example by
Feuillet et al. (2016), the posterior distribution does not neces-
sary follow a Gaussian. Although this is the case for the large
majority of our stars, we also provide the 5th, 16th, 50th, 84th,
and 95th percentiles to the community for follow-up studies.
Because the results of this study do not change significantly with
quality cuts for stellar ages, we do not apply them.

3.4. Binarity

The observational setup of the GALAH survey allocates one visit
per observation (with exception of pilot and validation stars).
Therefore, binaries or triples can usually not be identified via
radial velocity changes.

Here, we use both the tSNE classifications by Traven et al.
(2017), to identify obvious spectroscopic binaries, as well as
visual inspection to identify double-line binaries which are less
distinct from the tSNE classification. Within the sample, a binary
fraction of 4% has been identified with high confidence from
spectral peculiarities. Additionally, 338 probable photometric
binaries on the main sequence are identified which show a sig-
nificant deviation between spectroscopically determined log g or
Lbol with respect to photometrically determined ones. For these,
the suspected secondary contributes significantly to the luminos-
ity of the system without obvious features within the GALAH
spectra. These stars lie above the main sequence within a colour-
(absolute) magnitude diagram. We have identified the stars with
photometric quantities beyond what is expected for a single
star on the main sequence (shown as black dots in Fig. 8) by
using a Dartmouth isochrone with the highest age (15 Gyr) and
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• Use Gaia benchmark stars do 
decide when and if the analysis 
method provides reliable 
values


• Assessed against reference 
values


• They decided this was good 
enough for their purposes

Buder et al. (2019) A&A 624 A19

Assessing accuracy

Using such high quality data sets is one way of  
assessing the accuracy of the analysis itself



Gaia dataAssessing accuracy

• Gaia allows you for essentially the full sample to assess 
the accuracy of the final result (but not same as w. BSs)

Edvardsson et al. (1993)

<Diff>=7.3 σ = 237

Bensby et al. (2014)

<Diff>=17 σ = 198

Brewer et al. (2016)

<Diff>=49 σ = 278

Delgado-Mena et al. (2014)

<Diff>=17 σ = 198



Gaia dataAssessing accuracy

• Other examples could be in house IRFM Teff 

Trend

Trend OK?

OK?

Using such data sets could be one way of  
assessing the accuracy of the bulk output. 

Gaia outputs R and M as well as Teff.



Combining results

When and if we have more than one datum



Example I
Benchmark ages for the Gaia benchmark stars 11

Figure 5. Magnitude-based G functions for: a) � Hyi, b) � Vir,
and c) µ Leo. The di↵erent line styles indicate results based on
the three di↵erent isochrone grids as given in the legend.

estimate is within the interval defined by the lower and up-
per confidence limits (see Jørgensen & Lindegren 2005, sec-
tion 3.6 for further discussion). It also means that either
or both of the confidence limits can be undefined when the
G function is above 0.6 at the edges of the isochrone grids.
In these cases no well-defined age can be assigned to the
star. Instead of publishing the ages based on our own choice
of statistics, we make available all six G functions for each
star in the online material.

3.6 Comparisons with the literature

Figure 6 shows a comparison between ages determined in
this work from Bayesian isochrone fitting to MIST models
and a few di↵erent literature values. The comparison is only
made for the stars for which the estimate from isochrone fit-
ting has a well-defined 68 per cent confidence interval which
means that the G function falls below a value of 0.6 on both
sides of the mode. This means that di↵erent stars are shown
in the log g- and magnitude-based comparisons; for example,
↵ Cen B has a well-defined confidence interval in the fit to
log g but not the magnitude (see Figure 4).

First of all we compare the isochrone-based ages with
those determined by Schönrich & Bergemann (2014) since
they determined ages for most of the benchmark stars, but
with a di↵erent fitting method which was briefly summarised
in Section 2.2.1. For this comparison, the stars for which
only photometry was used in the fit by Schönrich & Berge-
mann are marked with open symbols. These stars are mostly

Figure 6. Di↵erences between ages derived in this work (based
on MIST isochrones) and ages in the literature by Schönrich &
Bergemann (2014); Casagrande et al. (2011); Lundkvist et al.
(2014). The stars are shown in order of increasing log g from left
to right. In the upper panel the literature is compared with log g-
based ages and in the lower panel with magnitude-based ages, but
the literature ages are the same in both panels. In both cases only
the stars for which the age derived in this work is well-defined are
shown which means that di↵erent stars are present in the two
panels. The open symbols indicate stars for which Schönrich &
Bergemann (2014) included only photometric constraints in their
fit (i.e. no spectra).

older (> 2 Gyr) giants for which the isochrone-based ages are
uncertain even when spectroscopic information is included,
and this is where the largest age di↵erences are seen. The
subgiant ⌘ Boo was also only fitted to photometry in their
analysis, but the age estimates still agree to within 1 Gyr
although their uncertainty is about 60 per cent compared
to 5 per cent on our estimate. For the stars which they fit-
ted with spectra there is generally good agreement with in-
creasing di↵erences for the more uncertain ages of the dwarf
stars. For ⇠ Hya and � Eri the ages di↵er by more than
1�. Schönrich & Bergemann state that their metallicity fit
is questionable for ⇠ Hya and that they disregarded a bad
spectral fit for � Eri which indicates that these stars were
di�cult to fit to their spectral data.

We also compare with ages of the GCS stars by
Casagrande et al. (2011), which is our second largest source
of literature ages and based on a Bayesian algorithm similar
to the one used in this work; and with Lundkvist et al. (2014)

MNRAS 000, 1–29 (2018)

• A combined PDF weighted 
with the “1σ” error might 
seem natural if we have no 
better understanding


• But, I guess, most in this 
room would put more weight 
on the MIST isochrones (?)


• Perhaps we would even 
decide just to use the MIST 
results?

Peak values Sahlholdt et al. (2019) MNRAS 482 895 

Combining data



Example II
• A combined PDF weighted 

with the “1σ” error might 
seem natural if we have no 
more better understanding


• But, I guess, most in this 
room would say that 
interferometry is the best 
way to derive R? 


• Should we then only use that 
datum and its associated 
error distribution?

Stockholm et al. (2019) MNRAS 489 928

936 A. Stokholm et al.

Table 5. Summary of the measured stellar parameters for HR 7322 along with the results of the grid-based stellar
modelling.

Stellar parameter Spectroscopy Interferometry Asteroseismology Direct methoda Modellingb

M (M⊙) – – – 1.35 ± 0.07 1.200+0.006
−0.006

R (R⊙) – 2.00 ± 0.03 – 2.04 ± 0.04 1.954 ± 0.006
L (L⊙) – – – – 5.37 ± 0.06
log g – – – 3.95 ± 0.01 3.936 ± 0.001
[Fe/H] − 0.23 ± 0.06 – – – −0.21+0.02

−0.03
Teff (K) 6313 ± 50 6350 ± 90 – – 6295+26

−22
Age (Myr) – – – – 4273+47

−43
uλ – 0.22 ± 0.05 – – –
θLD (mas) – 0.443 ± 0.007 – – –
νmax (µHz) – – 960 ± 15 – 932 ± 2c

$ν (µHz) – – 53.9 ± 0.2 – 53.8 ± 0.1
aResults using the interferometric temperature.
bResults from the refined lowmlt grid (see Fig. 5).
cComputed from the scaling relation and the Stefan–Boltzmann law using R, L, and Teff in the models.

Figure 7. The median, 16th, and 84th quantile of the probability density
functions obtained when fitting different sets of observables to the refined
lowmlt grid. The grey lines and areas mark the observed values. When we
added the Gaia parallax ϖ as a constraint, we used the 2MASS H magnitude
of HR 7322 (Skrutskie et al. 2006).

of ∼2.5σ , see also Fig. 8. The radii from fitting the frequency pattern
to stellar models are all systematically lower than the radii derived
from asteroseismic scaling relations and interferometry, and the
percentage difference between the radius from the stellar modelling
and the observations is in all but one case larger than what can be
ascribed to statistical and systematic uncertainties from the chosen
input physics (Silva Aguirre et al. 2015).

We explored possible causes for the radii from the stellar mod-
elling being systematically lower than the observed. As discussed in
the previous section, we varied the mixing length parameter between
the different grids. The tension between fitting the interferometric
temperature and radius simultaneously is clear: the highmlt grid
could fit the radius within 0.7σ , while the temperature was 2.8σ

off, and the lowmlt grid could fit the temperature within ∼0.5σ but
is off by ∼1.7σ in radius.

We decreased the fixed helium enrichment law used in the
computations of all four grids of stellar models to $Y/$Z = 1,
which caused the resulting effective temperature to decrease with
about ∼40 K. The stellar radius did not change from the results
in Table 4. We explored the effect of varying the initial helium
abundance Y0 pseudo-randomly within a grid and found that only
by allowing Y0 to be less than the primordial helium abundance

Figure 8. A visual comparison of the different stellar radius and mass
estimates. The vertical blue line and band represent the interferometric radii
and the 1σ uncertainties. The points with error bars show the different other
estimates discussed in the text and in Tables 3 and 4. The mass estimates from
interferometry and from Gaia DR2 are computed directly from equations (1)
(triangles pointing down) and (2) (triangles pointing up) using the global
asteroseismic parameters and the interferometric effective temperature.

we could get a radius close to 2.00 R⊙ from the models. This is
not the first time that helium abundances below the standard big
bang nucleosynthesis value are favoured in asteroseismic analysis
of solar-like oscillators (Metcalfe et al. 2010; Mathur et al. 2012)
and the reasons for this degeneracy has yet to be understood.

We added the interferometric radius as an additional constrain
during the fit, which slightly increases the mass and the radius
by at most 0.01 M⊙ and 0.01 R⊙, respectively, while decreasing
the effective temperature by around 20 K for all four grids. That
a discrepancy remains between the input radii and the obtained
one is due to the fact that the individual frequencies are the main
contributor to the likelihood computation.

As discussed in Section 3.3, the currently used one-dimensional
stellar evolutionary codes do not treat the outermost layers of the
star adequately, giving rise to the need of a surface correction in
order to correct for the systematic differences between the observed
and the modelled frequencies. Advances in stellar modelling have
made it possible to replace the outermost layers of the star with
a patch of three-dimensional atmospheres (e.g. Jørgensen et al.
2017). By changing the physics in the outer envelope of the star,
the outer boundary of the star changes and the radius increases.

MNRAS 489, 928–940 (2019)
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Combining data



Some real ??
• How do we best combine method results?


• Which ones do we keep and which ones do we throw 
out? Keeping everything may not be the best (even with 
very low weights)


• How do we assess which one is closest to the truth?


• Or should we just lump them all together as more is 
always better? 



Many methods=good? 
• Deriving data from measurements is a task that can result 

in many different values even when one would think they 
should give the same answers.


• Here I will give one example 


- Gaia-ESO Survey individual analysis 


• Lets look at everyones best effort to analyse the Gaia 
Benchmark stars


• Same model atmospheres, same atomic data - different 
methods or different implementations of the same method



A&A 570, A122 (2014)

Table 4. Average difference between the Node result for the Gaia benchmark stars and the reference values in each region of the parameter space.

MRD MRG MPS
Node ∆(Teff) ∆(log g) Num. ∆(Teff) ∆(log g) Num. ∆(Teff) ∆(log g) Num.

(K) (dex) of stars (K) (dex) of stars (K) (dex) of stars

Bologna 46 0.13 11 163 0.40 7 – – 0
CAUP 93 0.21 8 193 0.42 4 – – 0
Concepcion 150 0.28 8 162 0.48 5 87 1.11 1
EPINARBO 57 0.14 10 74 0.31 7 167 0.35 1
IACAIP 131 0.16 9 114 0.22 7 82 0.23 1
Liege 186 0.22 8 208 0.62 7 – – 0
LUMBA 81 0.14 11 139 0.39 5 165 0.07 3
Nice 78 0.26 11 82 0.30 5 59 0.20 3
OACT 169 0.19 10 159 0.37 7 – – 0
ParisHeidelberg 71 0.12 10 91 0.34 5 87 0.43 1
UCM 123 0.11 11 465 0.94 6 – – 0
ULB – – – – – – – – –
Vilnius 59 0.09 11 184 0.51 6 2 1.10 1
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Fig. 8. All Node results for the 30 benchmark stars included in iDR2. The stars are ordered by decreasing metallicity from left to right. Left
panel: difference between reference and Node value of log g. Red dashed lines indicate an interval of ±0.30 dex. Right panel: difference between
reference and Node value of Teff . Red dashed lines indicate an interval of ±150 K.

For each Node, in each of the three areas of the parameter
space, we calculate the average quadratic difference between the
reference and the derived atmospheric parameters (only Teff and
log g) of the stars. If this average quadratic difference is within
±100 K and ±0.20 dex of the reference values, the Node re-
sults are considered to be very accurate (in that region of the
parameter space). These average differences per Node are listed
in Table 4. This table shows that different Nodes succeeded in
analyzing a different number of stars in each region of the pa-
rameter space.

The ULB Node uncovered problems with their analysis dur-
ing the process of homogenization. As there was no time to re-
compute the atmospheric parameters so close to the end of the
analysis cycle, the Node decided to withdraw its results. The re-
sults from the Liège Node were found to be uncertain for the
“metal-poor stars” group. The results from this Node for this re-
gion of the parameter space were not used and the values are
not included in Table 4. The OACT Node did not analyze the
metal-poor benchmarks. Their method needs observed spectra of
metal-poor stars which are currently lacking in the library used
as reference. The Nodes Bologna, CAUP, and UCM encoun-
tered other problems when analyzing these benchmark stars.
As weights for the MPS region of the parameter space are not

available for these Nodes, their results for metal-poor stars were
not used.

Systematic biases are one component that can affect the ac-
curacy of the results, making the results seem less accurate. They
can in principle be corrected for, so that the unbiased results
would agree better with the reference atmospheric parameters.
For iDR2, however, bias correction was not implemented. This
improvement will be implemented for future releases.

Figure 8 shows a comparison between all the Node results
for the benchmark stars with respect to their reference Teff and
log g values. All results are shown, which includes the analysis
of single exposure spectra of the stars, many of which have low
S/N per pixel (<20). So the full range in the values displayed
does not translate directly to the real uncertainty of the analysis.
The final accuracy was judged only on the results for the final
coadded spectra. Most of the results tend to be in reasonable
agreement with the reference values, but outliers are present.
Clear problems appear in some special cases: i) Gam Sge,
Alf Cet, and Alf Tau are cool stars, with Teff ! 4000 K, which
almost all Nodes have difficulties in analyzing; ii) Procyon and
Bet Vir have spectra with reduction problems; iii) Eta Boo and
HD 49933 are relatively fast rotators (v sin i " 10 km s−1); and iv)
very metal-poor stars HD 84937, HD 122563, and HD 140283.
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Effective temperature

±150K

Gaia-ESO SurveySpectroscopic analysis 

only

• It is difficult to even with the same input physics achieve a 
precise result amongst 10+ analysis methods

Sun18 Sco HD140283



➡But we can fix this by adding a log g making use of 
asteroseismology - is that true? Let’s take a look how it 
works in practise in spectroscopic survey mode 

log g - Teff iterations

• Here I will give one example 

- K2 + Gaia-ESO Survey - stellar parameters

• This means that the determination of log g is very weakly 
dependent on Teff, which in turn means that not much 
will happen when the analysis tries to iterate to a better 
estimation of the data

C. C. Worley et al.: The Gaia-ESO Survey: Spectroscopic-Asteroseismic analysis of K2 stars in Gaia-ESO

in Te↵ . As not all of the K2@Gaia-ESO targets were observed in
time to be included in iDR5 it was necessary to compile the rest
of the initial stellar parameter set from a variety of other sources
including: a photometric Te↵ ; parameters associated with the
synthetic template used in the radial velocity determination in
the reduction pipelines; and parameters derived using an avail-
able Gaia-ESO node analysis. These values are provided for just
the 90 K2@Gaia-ESO stars with asteroseismic detections in Ta-
ble 1 along with the Gaia-ESO CNAME, EPIC identifier and the
instrument by which the spectrum was observed for Gaia-ESO.

For both samples the infrared flux method (IRFM) calibra-
tions of Ramírez & Meléndez (2005) were used to estimate a
photometric Te↵ using the APASS V magnitude and the 2MASS
Ks magnitude. The [Fe/H] from the iDR5 recommended param-
eters were used as input to the IRFM calibration equations where
possible, otherwise the [Fe/H] from the GIRAFFE radial veloc-
ity determination (Gilmore & et al. in prep.) or from the Gaia-
ESO Nice Node iDR5 analysis (see Smiljanic et al. 2014; Wor-
ley et al. 2016, for description) were used for GIRAFFE and
UVES, respectively.

2.2.1. Outliers

The sample was then investigated for outliers and discrepancies
within this range of parameters, which are discussed below.

IRFM not applicable

There were three cases for which the magnitudes of the
stars did not lie within the range of acceptable values on
which the IRFM calibration relations can be applied. They
are CNAMEs: 22072768-1440392, 22092416-0610474 and
22105015-1119135. The Preliminary parameters were however
complete for each and were thus used without an assessment
against an IRFM Te↵ . Otherwise the median di↵erence between
the IRFM and Preliminary Te↵ is 20±75 K showing good agree-
ment in general.

No iDR5 [Fe/H]

For the target with CNAME 22034179-0815421 and EPIC ID
K2_206298620, no recommended [Fe/H] was reported for iDR5,
although Te↵ and log g were provided. The radial velocity de-
termination provided an associated [Fe/H] of �2.55, however
the Te↵ associated with the radial velocity determination was
greater than the iDR5 Te↵ by ⇠300 K and the log g was lower
by ⇠0.3 dex. The IRFM Te↵ was in better agreement with the
iDR5 Te↵ . An inspection of the spectrum using iSpec (Blanco-
Cuaresma et al. 2014) was carried out, comparing it to synthetic
spectra generated at both the iDR5 and the radial velocity de-
termination parameters. In both cases the [Fe/H] was re-derived
obtaining �2.08 dex and �1.80 dex respectively. Based on this
and the agreement with the IRFM Te↵ , the initial parameter es-
timate for this star was supplemented by [Fe/H]=�2.08 derived
using iSpec at the iDR5 parameters.

Based on the Preliminary set being complete in Te↵ and in
reasonable agreement with the available photometric Te↵ , the
Preliminary Te↵ from spectroscopy were used to derive the Pre-
liminary log g from seismology using the seismic pipeline de-
scribed in Paper I carried out by the Birmingham team (hereafter
referred to as BHAM).

2.3. Initial Spectroscopic Parameters

The set of Preliminary Te↵ and [Fe/H] compiled in Table 1 are
comprehensive but were unavoidably inconsistent in their source
because not all of them were processed previously by the Gaia-
ESO Survey. Thus for the 90 stars found to have asteroseismic
detections an initial analysis with iSpec was carried out solely
on these stars. For this analysis the surface gravity was fixed to
the Preliminary Seismic log g that was based on the Preliminary
Te↵ . This now homogeneous set from iSpec was used to explore
any further inconsistencies between the spectroscopic and seis-
mic results and fill in missing values as in Section 2.2.1. In the
end the homogeneous set of spectroscopic Te↵ (and [Fe/H]) were
used to determine an associated seismic log g. These comprise
the Initial set of parameters used as the starting point for the it-
erative process between the spectroscopic and seismic analyses.
These initial parameters are listed in Table 1.

3. Iterative Determination of Parameters

The goal of this process was to iterate between the spectroscopic
e↵ective temperature (Te↵ ,Spec) and the seismic surface gravity
(log gSeis) in order to converge on a final set of independently
confirmed stellar parameters.

The seismic log g was determined considering the parame-
ters determined from seismology, namely the frequency of max-
imum power (⌫max) from the p-mode pulsation analysis. Using
in addition the parameter Te↵ and following the scaling of

log g = log g� + log(⌫max/⌫max,�) +
1
2

log(Te↵/Te↵,�) (1)

(Morel & Miglio 2012). Details of how such analysis works can
be can be further be found in Morel et al. (2014) for a sample
of CoRoT targets and in Pinsonneault et al. (2018) for stars ob-
served with Kepler and APOGEE. As discussed there, the seis-
mic analysis of the p-modes is model independent, and so the
main source of uncertainty stems from the input temperature.
Hence, as the Te↵ ,Spec determination improves, the log gSeis de-
termination also improves.

We point to the discussion of Morel et al. (2014) that a
change of 100 K in Te↵ only a↵ects log g by about 0.005 dex.
Therefore, significant improvement in log g by, say, a change of
the order of 0.1 dex, requires a change in Te↵ that is much larger
than typical uncertainties of Te↵ . Nonetheless, by fixing log g by
a value that is somehow only a↵ected by ⌫max allows us to set a
Te↵ scale spectroscopically that is accurate and leads to improve-
ment in other stellar quantities such as chemical composition,
masses and ultimately ages (See also discussion in Paper I).

Two Gaia-ESO analysis nodes, EPINARBO and Lumba (see
Smiljanic et al. 2014, for further details of these and other
nodes), carried out the spectroscopic analysis of the GIRAFFE
and UVES spectra. The analysis methods are based on equiva-
lent widths for EPINARBO and spectrum synthesis for Lumba
(see Sections 3.2 and 3.3). We decided to consider these two
nodes because they represent two of the most widely-used meth-
ods to perform stellar spectroscopy (equivalent widths and syn-
theses, see Jofré et al. 2018a). Since this is a special project
within Gaia-ESO, employing Gaia-ESO nodes further allowed
us to test the overall performance of the Survey.

Figure 2 illustrates the iterative process between spectro-
scopic and seismic determinations that was followed in this anal-
ysis.

In summary, the initial spectroscopic parameters (Te↵,iniSpec,
[Fe/H]iniSpec) were used to determine the initial seismic
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of stellar atmospheres that may include advances in non-LTE,
3D and dynamical atmospheres for example.

The relatively small samples of reference stars is a problem
as the required stellar parameter space is not well sampled for
comprehensive analysis by the automated pipelines. Greater cov-
erage is needed from cool pre-main sequence stars to hot OB
stars. New stellar reference sets of independently-determined
stellar parameters are required to keep up with the demands of
the upcoming surveys. The work presented here seeks to define a
new sample of reference stars generated by combining the stellar
parameters of Te↵ and [Fe/H] from spectroscopy with log g from
asteroseismology.

Today, many research fields in astrophysics work with exten-
sive datasets which has resulted in overlapping targets and thus
an opportunity to make use of the strengths of multiple types
of analyses. This is the case here, where, among the thousands
of targets with high resolution and high quality stellar spectra,
for some there is also asteroseismic information thanks to the
dedicated monitoring of their oscillations by Kepler (Borucki
et al. 2010), CoRoT (Baglin et al. 2006) and recently by K2
(Howell et al. 2014). These measurements of the interior of stars
combined with the spectroscopic ‘exterior’ measurements of the
same stars, and also now the direct measurement of the paral-
lax of each star, are part of the unfolding revolution in Galactic
Archaeology (Miglio et al. 2017).

To take advantage of and develop further this multi-analysis
approach, the Gaia-ESO Survey observed several hundreds of
stars in the K2 Campaign 3 (C3) field which is located towards
the South Galactic pole.

The Gaia-ESO Survey is an ESO Large Public Spectroscopic
survey designed to target over 100,000 in the key stellar popula-
tions of the Milky Way (Gilmore et al. ????). It has made use
of a large range of analysis methods and thus developed key
homogenisation procedures to bring all the results together in
a robust single star catalogue, the final data release of which
underway. The survey observed stars using the medium resolu-
tion spectrograph GIRAFFE (R⇠20,000) and the high resolution
spectrograph UVES (R⇠47,000) on the VLT.

K2 is a re-purposing of the Kepler satellite for which the
goals are to detect the variations in the light curves of stars in 19
fields along the ecliptic to look for transiting exo-planets. At the
time this special project began, 90 giant stars with oscillations
detected by K2 were identified within the sample of Gaia-ESO
stars observed with medium and high resolution spectroscopy.

In this paper, which is part of the series of the K2 Galactic
Caps Project (see also Rendle & et al. subm., hereafter Paper
I) and is in particular a collaboration with Gaia-ESO, we de-
scribe the process of obtaining accurate atmospheric parameters
that are consistent with asteroseismology. We use our results to
explore age dependencies with abundance ratios as well exam-
ine potential binary stars in our sample. This sample will further
provide a good opportunity to study any possible o↵sets between
standard spectroscopic parameters and future sets of parameters
derived from more sophisticated models of stellar atmospheres
(e.g. non-LTE, 3D, dynamical atmospheres).

In Section 2 we describe in more detail the data we use for
this work and in Section 3 we describe the process to deter-
mine atmospheric parameters iteratively between spectroscopy
and asteroseismology, while in Section 4 we present our chem-
ical abundance results. The comparison to log g based on Gaia

parallaxes is made in Section 5. Our findings regarding binary
stars are presented in Section 6 and a final discussion and con-
clusions are found in Section 7.

Fig. 1: HR Diagram of iDR5 FGK stars (grey points), K2 C3
stars analysed in Gaia-ESO iDR5 (black stars) and the final set
of stars for which we obtained spectroscopic parameters with
[Fe/H] colourmap for the stars analysed in this paper.

2. The Gaia-ESO Survey sample of K2 stars

Targets within the K2 C3 field were prepared as part of the Gaia-
ESO observing programme. This resulted in 496 observations
for analysis. The initial set of targets were observed in May and
June 2016 and thus were added into the internal Data Release
(iDR) 5 data analysis cycle of Gaia-ESO that had begun at the
start of May 2016. The remainder of the fields were observed in
October 2016 and are part of iDR6.

In total there were 231 targets observed using UVES 580
(blue and red arms) and 265 targets observed using the HR10
and HR21 setups of GIRAFFE. Of these, 182 UVES targets and
133 GIRAFFE targets had been included as part of the iDR5
analysis.

2.1. Cross-Match to K2

The K2 C3 stars that are part of the Gaia-ESO survey were ob-
served by K2 after they were observed by Gaia-ESO. There-
fore it was not known at the time that Gaia-ESO observed them
how many would ultimately have asteroseismic detections. At
the start of this spectroscopic analysis, 90 of the 496 targets were
identified as having K2 asteroseismic detections, 28 of these
were observed with GIRAFFE, 62 were observed with UVES.
It is possible that more of the full sample will have asteroseismic
detections as the K2 analysis advances, but these will be left to
future works.

Figure 1 shows the HR diagram of the Gaia-ESO iDR5
FGK stars (S/N>30) and the 224 K2 targets (out of 496) ob-
served by Gaia-ESO that were analysed in iDR5 with this S/N
cut. The coloured circles are the final stellar parameters of the
90 K2@Gaia-ESO sample analysed in this work. Details of the
seismic analysis for these targets can be found in Paper I.

2.2. Compilation of Preliminary Spectroscopic Parameters

It was important to initiate the iterations between the spectro-
scopic and seismic analyses from the best starting point possible
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Fig. 2: Flow diagram of iterations between spectroscopic and
seismic parameter determination.

log giniSeis. This set of Te↵,iniSpec, [Fe/H]iniSpec and log giniSeis were
given to both spectroscopic nodes. EPINARBO and Lumba were
asked to fix the log g of their analysis to log giniSeis and could
otherwise use Te↵,iniSpec and [Fe/H]iniSpec as priors in the re-
determination of those values if needed.

EPINARBO and Lumba each then returned a new set of pa-
rameters, Te↵,Spec1 and [Fe/H]Spec1. Based on these BHAM then
calculated new log gSeis1 values for each set. With their respec-
tive sets of log gSeis1 values EPINARBO and Lumba once again
re-determined the parameters based on the fixed log gSeis1 to pro-
vide Te↵,Spec2 and [Fe/H]Spec2 once more.

The two sets of Te↵,Spec2 and [Fe/H]Spec2 were then combined
to define the final set of spectroscopic parameters Te↵,finSpec and
[Fe/H]finSpec. Based on these BHAM calculated the final seismic
log gfinSeis.

These three values: Te↵,finSpec, [Fe/H]finSpec and log gfinSeis
comprise the final stellar parameters of the K2@Gaia-ESO sam-
ple. In the final phase EPINARBO and Lumba were then asked
to derive chemical abundances for each star based on these stel-
lar parameters.

This was the defined procedure and goal of the K2@Gaia-
ESO special project. However the homogenisation and combi-
nation of the various results into a single final value required a
detailed investigation of individual cases. This was to ensure that
each result was well understood in an informed manner, which
allows for reproducibility. We note that a careful homogenisa-
tion of the di↵erent node results has been a crucial focus of the
Gaia-ESO Survey (Hourihane & et al. in prep.; Worley & et al.
in prep.).

3.1. Assessing convergence

There were six sets of Te↵ , six sets of [Fe/H] and four sets of
log g produced in the iterative process. Within these sets are the
high resolution (UVES: 62 targets) and medium resolution (GI-
RAFFE: 28 targets) subsamples. The high and medium resolu-
tion results were homogenised separately, as the lower resolu-
tion and smaller wavelength range of the GIRAFFE observations
required more detailed quality assessment. The individual node
results and the analysis undertaken to homogenise them are ex-
plained in the following sections.

3.2. EPINARBO Analysis

The EPINARBO analysis measures the equivalent widths (EW)
with the DOOp code (Cantat-Gaudin et al. 2014), which auto-
matically measures equivalent widths with DAOSPEC (Stetson
& Pancino 2008). It then derives the stellar parameters and abun-
dances with FAMA (Magrini et al. 2014), which calls in MOGG
(Sneden et al. 2012). The initial microturbulence parameter (⇠)
was computed with the Gaia-ESO relation for stars with di↵erent
Te↵ and log g (Smiljanic et al. 2014).

For the K2@Gaia-ESO analysis the surface gravity was
fixed to the provided seismic value and EPINARBO iterated
to converge on the equilibrium Te↵ , [Fe/H] and ⇠. EPINARBO
flagged those stars for which the analysis found a lack of su�-
cient Fe i and Fe ii lines and noted in particular that the blended
lines in the medium resolution GIRAFFE spectra were not ideal
for EW methods.

Figure 3 shows the progression of the EPINARBO
results iteration. Figures 3a-c compares the initial pa-
rameters (Te↵,iniSpec, log giniSeis,[Fe/H]iniSpec) to each iterated
set of parameters (red: Te↵,Spec1, log gSeis1,[Fe/H]Spec1; blue:
Te↵,Spec2, log gSeis2,[Fe/H]Spec2) for the UVES analysis. Fig-
ures 3d-f are the same but for GIRAFFE.

The median and MAD (Median Absolute Di↵erence) of the
di↵erence between iteration sets for each parameter and each
iteration are also shown. There is little variation from Spec1 to
Spec2 for both UVES and GIRAFFE. GIRAFFE shows more
scatter in the results while the UVES results seem more stable.
The plots of seismic log g are included for completeness showing
that the variation in Te↵ between iterations does not result in
much movement of the log g. This agrees with the findings of
Morel et al. (2014). See Section 3.4 for more discussion on this.

3.3. Lumba Analysis

The Lumba analysis (Gavel et al. in prep.) performs spec-
trum synthesis using Spectroscopy Made Easy (SME: Valenti &
Piskunov 1996; Piskunov & Valenti 2017). For the K2@Gaia-
ESO analysis the surface gravity was fixed to the provided seis-
mic value and Lumba iterated to converge on the equilibrium
Te↵ , [Fe/H] and ⇠ (Smiljanic et al. 2014).

Figure 4 shows the iterative process for the Lumba UVES
and GIRAFFE analyses as for Figure 3. There are some dis-
tinct outliers for each instrument set, however the Lumba results
are generally very stable between iterations, as expected (Morel
et al. 2014).

3.4. Comparison of Node Parameters

Figures 5 and 6 compare the EPINARBO and Lumba parameters
directly for the final iteration for GIRAFFE and UVES respec-
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Fig. 5: Comparison between the EPINARBO and Lumba results from the final GIRAFFE iteration. Left to right panels compare,
for Seismic log g and Spectroscopic Te↵ and [Fe/H] in turn, the di↵erence between the node values against the Lumba value. The
median and MAD of the di↵erence is given.

Fig. 6: Comparison between the EPINARBO and Lumba results from the final UVES iteration. Left to right panels compare, for
Seismic log g and Spectroscopic Te↵ and [Fe/H] in turn, the di↵erence between the node values against the Lumba value. The
median and MAD of the di↵erence is given.

Fig. 7: Node di↵erence in final seismic log g against the di↵er-
ence in final Te↵ for the high (red) and medium (blue) resolution
data. Typical spectroscopic uncertainties are shown in cyan.

The log g in all cases are those from the seismic analysis,
based on the respective spectroscopic Te↵ . There are some high

discrepancies found between the nodes (� Te↵> 500 K, � [Fe/H]
> 0.5) for certain stars, most particularly in the GIRAFFE anal-
ysis reflected in the high value of the MAD (MADTe↵ > 308 K,
MAD[Fe/H] > 0.15 dex) compared to the tighter agreement for
the UVES analyses (MADTe↵ > 60 K, MAD[Fe/H] > 0.07 dex).
The largest disagreement in Te↵ equates to a very small shift
in seismic log g (� Te↵⇡ �2200 K corresponds to � log g

⇡ �0.09 dex).
Figure 7 shows the di↵erence between the two sets of node

results for the final seismic log g against the di↵erence in final
spectroscopic Te↵ upon which the final seismic log g values are
based. In cyan are the typical uncertainties for Te↵ and log g

when determined spectroscopically. Di↵erences in spectroscopic
Te↵ greater than 500 K equate to less than 0.1 di↵erence in seis-
mic log g which agrees with the discussion in Section3. While
asteroseismology very well pinpoints the log g, it does so from a
large potential range in Te↵ . Hence complementary methods are
needed, such a spectroscopy, to accurately converge on all stellar
parameters.

The goal at this point was to combine the EPINARBO and
Lumba second iteration results to produce a final spectroscopic
Te↵ (and [Fe/H]) from which a final seismic log g could be cal-
culated. However prior to this it was important to understand the
di↵erences between the node analyses, particularly with regard
to the stars for which there was large disagreement, as we did
not want to blindly assume that a mean of the parameters from
the two nodes was su�cient as a best final value.

In order to assess the goodness of the results, ancillary in-
formation was compared to the di↵erences in the parameters to
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Summary of results

• Should PLATO have one or several derivations (internally?) of 
the stellar parameters?

Worley et al. (submitted)

• Two teams analysed the spectra, one using EWs, the other 
using spectral synthesis (plots are synt-EWs)

Median ± MAD 



An unrelated question



Do we need [Fe/H]?
• Does [Fe/H] need to be precis and/or accurate?


• Example with SPI (Bellinger et al. 2016)

A&A 622, A130 (2019)
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Fig. 11. Average relative di↵erences in stellar parameter estimates (radius, mass, density, and stellar age) between estimates made using the
reported measurements and estimates made using [Fe/H] values that have been biased with systematic errors ranging from �0.5 dex to 0.5 dex.
The lines show the mean values and the shaded regions show the standard deviations across the 97 stars.

Fig. 12. Average relative uncertainties in stellar parameter estimates (radius, mass, mean density, and stellar age) as a function of the amount of
additional random uncertainty given to [Fe/H] measurements ranging logarithmically from 0.0005 dex to 0.5 dex.
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Fig. 1. Relative uncertainties of the radii of transiting exoplanets as a
function of the relative uncertainty in the radius of their host star. The
dashed line shows a one-to-one agreement. The shaded region shows
the full range of stellar radii uncertainties determined for the 97 stars
examined in this paper. Exoplanet data are taken from the collection by
Han et al. (2014).

Table 1. Parameter ranges for the grid of stellar models.

Parameter Symbol Range Solar value

Mass M/M� (0.7, 1.8) 1
Mixing length ↵MLT (1, 3) 1.85
Initial helium Y0 (0.22, 0.34) 0.273
Initial metallicity Z0 (0.0001, 0.04)a 0.019
Overshoot ↵ov (0.0001, 1)a –
Undershoot ↵us (0.0001, 1)a 0.05b

Di↵usion factor D (0.0001, 3)a 1
E↵. temperature Te↵ (4000, 14 000) 5772
Metallicity [Fe/H] (�2.2, 0.44) 0

Notes. For reference, values corresponding to a solar-calibrated model
and also the derived initial spectroscopic parameter ranges are listed as
well. (a)Varied logarithmically. (b)Basu (1997).

structure and formation (e.g., Seager et al. 2007; Weiss & Marcy
2014; Rogers 2015; Huber 2018).

Thus, if the parameters derived for the host star are biased,
then so too will be the parameters for its exoplanets. A di↵eren-
tial bias – e.g., a bias that a↵ects mass more than radius – would
furthermore impact strongly on matters such as empirical mass–
radius relations (e.g., Seager et al. 2007; Torres et al. 2010).

2. Methods

We used Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics
(MESA r10108, Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015, 2018) to con-
struct a grid of stellar models following the procedure given
by Bellinger et al. (2016). The initial parameters were varied
quasi-randomly in the ranges given in Table 1. We introduced
an additional free parameter, ↵uv, which controls the e�ciency
of convective envelope undershooting. As convection is modeled
in MESA as a time-dependent di↵usive process, under- and over-

Fig. 2. Theoretical evolution of the Sun in the HR diagram. The position
of the present-age Sun is given with the solar symbol (�). The points
indicate models that have been selected from the track. They are col-
ored according to their assigned phase of evolution, and the approxi-
mate duration of each phase is indicated.

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

0.5

7000 6000 5000
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e/
H
]

Teff K

F G K

Fig. 3. Spectroscopic measurements of 97 solar-like oscillating stars
observed by Kepler. Typical uncertainties (0.1 dex, 100 K) are indicated
with the cross in the bottom right corner. Histograms are a�xed to the
top and right side of the figure showing the metallicity and e↵ective
temperature distributions for the sample. The values for the Sun are
given with the solar symbol (�). The background colors indicate the
spectral type (F, G, K).

shooting are achieved by applying convective velocities to zones
within a distance of ↵Hp beyond the convective boundary, where
↵ is the under- or over-shooting parameter, and Hp is the local
pressure scale height. The convective velocities that are used
are taken from a distance f0 before the boundary; here we used
f0 = 0.01 Hp. The remaining aspects of the models are the same
as in Bellinger et al. 2016.

We calculated N = 8 170 evolutionary tracks which we sim-
ulated from the zero-age main sequence until either an age of
20 Gyr or an asymptotic period spacing of 150 s, which is
generally around the base of the red giant branch. Since the
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• When you look at R, M and ρ (for this sample) the answer 
appears to be no


• But if we want an age with 10% error [Fe/H] will (at least) 
need to be precise


Teff (K)

[F
e/

H]

Added uncertainty in [Fe/H] Systematic error in [Fe/H]

10%
10%

30%
20%

Bellinger et al.  (2019) A&A 622 A130 
Bellinger et al. (2016) ApJ 830 31

Test sample

precise



Validation



Validation 0.1
• Essential that benchmark stars are observed by PLATO 

and analysed in the same way as the main sample(s)


• The analysis should preferably be blind such that it is not 
possible to identify what is a benchmark star and what is 
not for the analysers


• The accuracy of the results can then be validated against 
the benchmark reference values straightforwardly


• This should result in assigning a global error PDF to the 
results taking into account precision as defined by the 
pipeline(s)



Validation 0.2

• Verification of bulk products against extant large data-
sets or against large data-sets created “in house”


• Examples include 

- data from Gaia

- Teff IRFM

- stellar parameters derived using only classical methods 

(allows to understand how the PLATO results relate to 
eg those from large spectroscopic surveys)s



Next steps
1. Reference objects - defined per data release. Work on more 

reference objects on-going

2. Propagation of PDFs between different types of analysis 

needs be defined - would suggest a small team with broad 
interests and skill sets is given this task (it could live in WP125 
200) - for example are pipelines able to deal with non-
symmetric PDF (and is it necessary to be able to do so)?


3. Process of validation needs to be defined and documented – 
would suggest some over-arching working group for this as it 
spans many WP12X - but led from WP125


4. Definition of what data should be flagged and/or rejected 
needs to be specified – many may have an opinion on this; 
how do we move forward?



List of things to do after meeting
• Decide which non-seismic measurements to use and how to curate them - not all PLATO 

objects may have the same measurements available 

• Need to decide which non-seismic data to derive “in house” and which ones to curate from 
other sources 

• Precision and accuracy to be treated separately 

• Bulk validation with “in house” or extant data - OK? 

• How do we best combine method results? Which ones do we keep and which ones do we 
throw out? Or should we just lump them all together as more is always better?  

• How to define Teff if you use scaling relation to define log g? 

• PLATO analysis should be blind 

• Should PLATO have one or several derivations (internally?) of the stellar parameters? 

• How to use validation results to determine an “error” - would like input on this 

• Propagation of PDFs between different types of analysis needs be defined - would suggest a 
small team with broad interests and skill sets is given this task (it could live in WP125 200) - 
for example are pipelines able to deal with non-symmetric PDF (and is it necessary to be able 
to do so)? 

• Process of validation needs to be defined and documented – would suggest some over-
arching working group for this as it spans many WP12X - but led from WP125 

• Definition of what data should be flagged and/or rejected needs to be specified – many may 
have an opinion on this; how do we move forward?
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Table 4. Average difference between the Node result for the Gaia benchmark stars and the reference values in each region of the parameter space.

MRD MRG MPS
Node ∆(Teff) ∆(log g) Num. ∆(Teff) ∆(log g) Num. ∆(Teff) ∆(log g) Num.

(K) (dex) of stars (K) (dex) of stars (K) (dex) of stars

Bologna 46 0.13 11 163 0.40 7 – – 0
CAUP 93 0.21 8 193 0.42 4 – – 0
Concepcion 150 0.28 8 162 0.48 5 87 1.11 1
EPINARBO 57 0.14 10 74 0.31 7 167 0.35 1
IACAIP 131 0.16 9 114 0.22 7 82 0.23 1
Liege 186 0.22 8 208 0.62 7 – – 0
LUMBA 81 0.14 11 139 0.39 5 165 0.07 3
Nice 78 0.26 11 82 0.30 5 59 0.20 3
OACT 169 0.19 10 159 0.37 7 – – 0
ParisHeidelberg 71 0.12 10 91 0.34 5 87 0.43 1
UCM 123 0.11 11 465 0.94 6 – – 0
ULB – – – – – – – – –
Vilnius 59 0.09 11 184 0.51 6 2 1.10 1
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Fig. 8. All Node results for the 30 benchmark stars included in iDR2. The stars are ordered by decreasing metallicity from left to right. Left
panel: difference between reference and Node value of log g. Red dashed lines indicate an interval of ±0.30 dex. Right panel: difference between
reference and Node value of Teff . Red dashed lines indicate an interval of ±150 K.

For each Node, in each of the three areas of the parameter
space, we calculate the average quadratic difference between the
reference and the derived atmospheric parameters (only Teff and
log g) of the stars. If this average quadratic difference is within
±100 K and ±0.20 dex of the reference values, the Node re-
sults are considered to be very accurate (in that region of the
parameter space). These average differences per Node are listed
in Table 4. This table shows that different Nodes succeeded in
analyzing a different number of stars in each region of the pa-
rameter space.

The ULB Node uncovered problems with their analysis dur-
ing the process of homogenization. As there was no time to re-
compute the atmospheric parameters so close to the end of the
analysis cycle, the Node decided to withdraw its results. The re-
sults from the Liège Node were found to be uncertain for the
“metal-poor stars” group. The results from this Node for this re-
gion of the parameter space were not used and the values are
not included in Table 4. The OACT Node did not analyze the
metal-poor benchmarks. Their method needs observed spectra of
metal-poor stars which are currently lacking in the library used
as reference. The Nodes Bologna, CAUP, and UCM encoun-
tered other problems when analyzing these benchmark stars.
As weights for the MPS region of the parameter space are not

available for these Nodes, their results for metal-poor stars were
not used.

Systematic biases are one component that can affect the ac-
curacy of the results, making the results seem less accurate. They
can in principle be corrected for, so that the unbiased results
would agree better with the reference atmospheric parameters.
For iDR2, however, bias correction was not implemented. This
improvement will be implemented for future releases.

Figure 8 shows a comparison between all the Node results
for the benchmark stars with respect to their reference Teff and
log g values. All results are shown, which includes the analysis
of single exposure spectra of the stars, many of which have low
S/N per pixel (<20). So the full range in the values displayed
does not translate directly to the real uncertainty of the analysis.
The final accuracy was judged only on the results for the final
coadded spectra. Most of the results tend to be in reasonable
agreement with the reference values, but outliers are present.
Clear problems appear in some special cases: i) Gam Sge,
Alf Cet, and Alf Tau are cool stars, with Teff ! 4000 K, which
almost all Nodes have difficulties in analyzing; ii) Procyon and
Bet Vir have spectra with reduction problems; iii) Eta Boo and
HD 49933 are relatively fast rotators (v sin i " 10 km s−1); and iv)
very metal-poor stars HD 84937, HD 122563, and HD 140283.

A122, page 12 of 38

• Lets start with everyones best effort to analyse the Gaia 
Benchmark stars


• Same model atmospheres, same atomic data - different 
methods or different implementations of the same method

±150K±0.3 dex

Effective temperatureSurface gravity
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C. C. Worley et al.: The Gaia-ESO Survey: Spectroscopic-Asteroseismic analysis of K2 stars in Gaia-ESO

Fig. 3: Stellar Parameter iterations for EPINARBO a-c) UVES sample; d-f) GIRAFFE sample. In order of Te↵ , log g and [Fe/H],
each panel compares the Initial parameter value against the values returned for each iteration as Red:Spec1, Blue:Spec2. Key median
and MAD values on the di↵erences are provided.

Fig. 4: Stellar Parameter iterations for Lumba a-c) UVES sample; d-f) GIRAFFE sample. In order of Te↵ , log g and [Fe/H], each
panel compares the Initial parameter value against the values returned for each iteration as Red:Spec1, Blue:Spec2. Key median and
MAD values on the di↵erences are provided.

tively. The median and MAD for each parameter between the
two nodes are also given.

Based on Figure 4 and Figure 3, there was little movement
between iterations for each node. Hence inspecting the final pa-
rameters from each node is su�cient.

Overall there is an o↵set in [Fe/H] between the nodes for
both the UVES and GIRAFFE analyses (� [Fe/H] ' �0.15) dex.
There is an o↵set in Te↵ (� Te↵' �80 K). This is discussed fur-
ther in Section 3.4.7.
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MAD values on the di↵erences are provided.

tively. The median and MAD for each parameter between the
two nodes are also given.

Based on Figure 4 and Figure 3, there was little movement
between iterations for each node. Hence inspecting the final pa-
rameters from each node is su�cient.

Overall there is an o↵set in [Fe/H] between the nodes for
both the UVES and GIRAFFE analyses (� [Fe/H] ' �0.15) dex.
There is an o↵set in Te↵ (� Te↵' �80 K). This is discussed fur-
ther in Section 3.4.7.
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in Te↵ . As not all of the K2@Gaia-ESO targets were observed in
time to be included in iDR5 it was necessary to compile the rest
of the initial stellar parameter set from a variety of other sources
including: a photometric Te↵ ; parameters associated with the
synthetic template used in the radial velocity determination in
the reduction pipelines; and parameters derived using an avail-
able Gaia-ESO node analysis. These values are provided for just
the 90 K2@Gaia-ESO stars with asteroseismic detections in Ta-
ble 1 along with the Gaia-ESO CNAME, EPIC identifier and the
instrument by which the spectrum was observed for Gaia-ESO.

For both samples the infrared flux method (IRFM) calibra-
tions of Ramírez & Meléndez (2005) were used to estimate a
photometric Te↵ using the APASS V magnitude and the 2MASS
Ks magnitude. The [Fe/H] from the iDR5 recommended param-
eters were used as input to the IRFM calibration equations where
possible, otherwise the [Fe/H] from the GIRAFFE radial veloc-
ity determination (Gilmore & et al. in prep.) or from the Gaia-
ESO Nice Node iDR5 analysis (see Smiljanic et al. 2014; Wor-
ley et al. 2016, for description) were used for GIRAFFE and
UVES, respectively.

2.2.1. Outliers

The sample was then investigated for outliers and discrepancies
within this range of parameters, which are discussed below.

IRFM not applicable

There were three cases for which the magnitudes of the
stars did not lie within the range of acceptable values on
which the IRFM calibration relations can be applied. They
are CNAMEs: 22072768-1440392, 22092416-0610474 and
22105015-1119135. The Preliminary parameters were however
complete for each and were thus used without an assessment
against an IRFM Te↵ . Otherwise the median di↵erence between
the IRFM and Preliminary Te↵ is 20±75 K showing good agree-
ment in general.

No iDR5 [Fe/H]

For the target with CNAME 22034179-0815421 and EPIC ID
K2_206298620, no recommended [Fe/H] was reported for iDR5,
although Te↵ and log g were provided. The radial velocity de-
termination provided an associated [Fe/H] of �2.55, however
the Te↵ associated with the radial velocity determination was
greater than the iDR5 Te↵ by ⇠300 K and the log g was lower
by ⇠0.3 dex. The IRFM Te↵ was in better agreement with the
iDR5 Te↵ . An inspection of the spectrum using iSpec (Blanco-
Cuaresma et al. 2014) was carried out, comparing it to synthetic
spectra generated at both the iDR5 and the radial velocity de-
termination parameters. In both cases the [Fe/H] was re-derived
obtaining �2.08 dex and �1.80 dex respectively. Based on this
and the agreement with the IRFM Te↵ , the initial parameter es-
timate for this star was supplemented by [Fe/H]=�2.08 derived
using iSpec at the iDR5 parameters.

Based on the Preliminary set being complete in Te↵ and in
reasonable agreement with the available photometric Te↵ , the
Preliminary Te↵ from spectroscopy were used to derive the Pre-
liminary log g from seismology using the seismic pipeline de-
scribed in Paper I carried out by the Birmingham team (hereafter
referred to as BHAM).

2.3. Initial Spectroscopic Parameters

The set of Preliminary Te↵ and [Fe/H] compiled in Table 1 are
comprehensive but were unavoidably inconsistent in their source
because not all of them were processed previously by the Gaia-
ESO Survey. Thus for the 90 stars found to have asteroseismic
detections an initial analysis with iSpec was carried out solely
on these stars. For this analysis the surface gravity was fixed to
the Preliminary Seismic log g that was based on the Preliminary
Te↵ . This now homogeneous set from iSpec was used to explore
any further inconsistencies between the spectroscopic and seis-
mic results and fill in missing values as in Section 2.2.1. In the
end the homogeneous set of spectroscopic Te↵ (and [Fe/H]) were
used to determine an associated seismic log g. These comprise
the Initial set of parameters used as the starting point for the it-
erative process between the spectroscopic and seismic analyses.
These initial parameters are listed in Table 1.

3. Iterative Determination of Parameters

The goal of this process was to iterate between the spectroscopic
e↵ective temperature (Te↵ ,Spec) and the seismic surface gravity
(log gSeis) in order to converge on a final set of independently
confirmed stellar parameters.

The seismic log g was determined considering the parame-
ters determined from seismology, namely the frequency of max-
imum power (⌫max) from the p-mode pulsation analysis. Using
in addition the parameter Te↵ and following the scaling of

log g = log g� + log(⌫max/⌫max,�) +
1
2

log(Te↵/Te↵,�) (1)

(Morel & Miglio 2012). Details of how such analysis works can
be can be further be found in Morel et al. (2014) for a sample
of CoRoT targets and in Pinsonneault et al. (2018) for stars ob-
served with Kepler and APOGEE. As discussed there, the seis-
mic analysis of the p-modes is model independent, and so the
main source of uncertainty stems from the input temperature.
Hence, as the Te↵ ,Spec determination improves, the log gSeis de-
termination also improves.

We point to the discussion of Morel et al. (2014) that a
change of 100 K in Te↵ only a↵ects log g by about 0.005 dex.
Therefore, significant improvement in log g by, say, a change of
the order of 0.1 dex, requires a change in Te↵ that is much larger
than typical uncertainties of Te↵ . Nonetheless, by fixing log g by
a value that is somehow only a↵ected by ⌫max allows us to set a
Te↵ scale spectroscopically that is accurate and leads to improve-
ment in other stellar quantities such as chemical composition,
masses and ultimately ages (See also discussion in Paper I).

Two Gaia-ESO analysis nodes, EPINARBO and Lumba (see
Smiljanic et al. 2014, for further details of these and other
nodes), carried out the spectroscopic analysis of the GIRAFFE
and UVES spectra. The analysis methods are based on equiva-
lent widths for EPINARBO and spectrum synthesis for Lumba
(see Sections 3.2 and 3.3). We decided to consider these two
nodes because they represent two of the most widely-used meth-
ods to perform stellar spectroscopy (equivalent widths and syn-
theses, see Jofré et al. 2018a). Since this is a special project
within Gaia-ESO, employing Gaia-ESO nodes further allowed
us to test the overall performance of the Survey.

Figure 2 illustrates the iterative process between spectro-
scopic and seismic determinations that was followed in this anal-
ysis.

In summary, the initial spectroscopic parameters (Te↵,iniSpec,
[Fe/H]iniSpec) were used to determine the initial seismic
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